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Although athletes are more susceptible to shoulder injuries, 
anybody can require surgery because of a torn rotator cuff, 
impingement, bursitis, or trauma to the shoulder. Range of 
motion in the shoulder is necessary for a lot of daily activities, 
so it is important to achieve a full recovery after surgery. 
Recovering from shoulder surgery is a process that takes time, 
but the timeline can be accelerated by avoiding complications, 
appreciating the physical limitations during each phase of the 
recovery process, and following certain steps in order to promote 
faster healing.  

INTRODUCTION
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Setbacks that prolong the recovery 
process can arise even after a successful 
surgical procedure. Some of the potential 
complications that could impact shoulder 
surgery recovery are:

• Infection: All types of procedures 
come with some risk of infection. Taking 
prescribed medications before and/or after 
surgery will help prevent this complication.

• Formation of scar tissue: Failure to 
introduce passive movement in the joint 
early in the recovery process can lead to 
scar tissue, which might permanently limit 
range of motion.

• Excessive strain: Placing too much strain 
on the joint too soon can cause internal 
sutures to dislodge and lead to reinjury. 

• Failure to participate in rehabilitation: 
Shoulder surgery recovery takes time and 
ongoing physical therapy. It is important to 
complete all prescribed exercises and not 
exceed recommended activity levels.  

These complications might not only prolong 
the healing process—they might also require 
additional surgery. Understanding the phases 
of recovery and the ways to accelerate 
healing will help ensure that preventable 
complications don’t arise.

POTENTIAL COMPLICATIONS WITH 
SHOULDER SURGERY RECOVERY
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Successful shoulder surgery recovery can take 
up to six months. The typical recovery phases for 
most patients include:

PHASES OF RECOVERY

POST-OPERATIVE PHASE   6 WEEKS

FINAL RECOVERY PHASE   3–6 MONTHS

INTERMEDIATE RECOVERY PHASE   6–12 WEEKS

• The shoulder will be immobilized in a sling while initial tissue 
repair takes place.

• Treatment typically includes medication to alleviate pain, as well 
as cold therapy and compression to reduce pain and swelling. 

• Physical therapy includes the introduction of passive movement 
to prevent formation of scar tissue in the joint. 

• Rebuild strength in the joint and regain range of motion. 
• Physical therapy includes light exercises that do not risk too 

much strain in the joint. 
• There is a high risk of reinjury, because patients attempt more 

activity than the still-healing joint can sustain. 

• A limited range of movements is introduced during physical 
therapy.

• Lifting or pushing heavy objects is not allowed, because too 
much strain can impact tissue repair.

• Cold and compression therapy continues to relieve pain and 
promote healing in the damaged tissues.
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TIPS TO ACCELERATE HEALING

HAVE PATIENCE
Healing takes time, and trying to rush back to activity can prolong the recovery process. The 
total recovery time will depend on the severity of the injury and type of surgery. Returning to 
prior activity levels typically takes four to six months, but can potentially take up to one year.  

EAT RIGHT
Maintaining a nutritious diet will help ensure that the body has enough energy and sufficient 
nutrients to support the healing process. Consider working with a nutritionist and eat a 
balanced diet with vegetables, whole grains, and lean proteins.   

COMPLETE PHYSICAL THERAPY
The recovery process does not end when the pain goes away. Continue physical therapy as 
long as recommended. Regaining range of motion requires consistent movement on a regular 
basis. Failing to actively participate in physical therapy can prolong the recovery process and 
potentially result in unnecessary complications.   

OPTIMIZE COLD THERAPY
Ice packs are effective, but the best way to get the most from cold therapy is to use a 
cryotherapy machine that delivers consistent therapeutic cold. The longer an ice pack stays on 
the body, the more heat it absorbs. This warming causes the treatment to be less effective. In 
contrast, a cold therapy machine maintains a constant temperature throughout the treatment.  

USE ACTIVE COMPRESSION
Actively pumping away cellular debris and bringing freshly oxygenated blood and nutrients will 
accelerate the healing process. When combined with cold therapy, active compression allows 
the cold to penetrate deeper and last longer, increasing the benefits of therapeutic cold during 
recovery from shoulder surgery.  

REST UP
The body will require more energy than usual as it repairs damaged tissues in the shoulder 
joint. Get ample sleep and limit activity during the day in order to conserve energy. 
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WHY GAME READY
IS IDEAL FOR RECOVERY

Game Ready is a patented system that combines continuous cold therapy 
with active compression in order to deliver more therapeutic benefits than ice 
alone. 

The benefits of using Game Ready during shoulder surgery recovery include:
• Pain relief without medication
• Less swelling and fewer muscle spasms
• Removal of edema, or excess fluid
• Reduced formation of secondary tissue
• Better lymphatic drainage
• Increased blood flow and nutrient delivery
• More effective cooling and deeper penetrating cold 

The Game Ready Shoulder Wrap is adjustable and flexible enough to fit body 
contours for optimal coverage and is available for the right and left shoulder 
in multiple sizes. The wrap is designed for comfortable treatment while cold 
water and pneumatic air simultaneously pump through the system. Used 
by elite physicians and hospitals all over the world, Game Ready is often 
recommended for post-operative pain and swelling and for use throughout 
the shoulder surgery recovery process.  

CONTACT GAME READY

SHOULDER WRAP

http://www.gameready.com/contact-us
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